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Delaware Facts and Trivia

By Sandie Gerken
After the DuPont Highway proved a success in the 1920s, the state began 
to pave secondary roads connecting towns, about 600 miles of paved roads 
initially.

By the end of 1925, over 40,000 vehicles were registered in Delaware, ap-
proximately 44% of those in Kent and Sussex Counties. 

In 1951, the Delaware Memorial Bridge opened its first span linking Dela-
ware and New Jersey. The  bridge project was spearheaded by Francis V. 
du Pont,  son  of  T. Coleman du Pont and the first chairman of the State 
Highway Commission.

The Delaware Memorial Bridge was dedicated to those who died in World 
War II. The second span of the bridge was built in 1968. When the Delaware 
Memorial Bridge was first built, it was the 6th largest suspension bridge in 
the world.   With the second span, it now is the largest TWIN suspension 
bridge in the world.
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 It’s true the new millennium has 
brought us Face Book, Twitter, Linke-
dIn, Goggle, Instagram. We have 
hybrid cars, hydrogen cars, iPhones, 
iPads, etc. So why is our government 
and infrastructure still in the old mil-
lennium? 

Things like pork belly projects and 
voter fraud should be something taught 
in a high school history class not in cur-
rent a�airs class. Global Warming came 
from the old millennium but is still suck-
ing money from the new millennium like 
never before. Our old millennium gov-
ernment still shu�es millions of our dol-
lars to universities to study global warm-
ing and ocean rise and funny enough 
the studies all came back with the same 
results. Then they shu�e billions of our 
dollars to private solar and wind com-
panies; then even more of our taxes go 
to homeowners that let them use their 
roofs for solar panels. I �nd it strange that 
there are more than 19 million square 
miles of new ice in the Antarctic than 
there was in 1978. Another thing they 
can’t tell you is how much fresh water we 
are dumping into the ocean every day 
from sewage plants. Information like this 
could be helpful to determine if there is 
a problem with the weather or ocean. 

 Our government, our universities, 
even the Pope is putting global warm-
ing in front of starvation, poverty, dis-
ease, war, economics, balanced budgets. 
Now they’re saying that global warm-
ing is becoming a health issue. The only 
health issue will be when the low income 
and �xed income families can’t a�ord 
electricity. Before we try to solve tomor-
row’s problems we should try to solve 
today’s problems. If someone in 1715 
realized that by 2015 there would be so 
much horse manure in the streets that 
people would not be able live or work in 
cities and if we had the same leadership 

then as we have now they would have 
made owning a horse so expensive that 
only the rich could own one. During the 
1970’s and 1980’s environmental groups 
forced our government to close a lot of 
hydro-electric plants on rivers because 
some �sh were unable to make It pass 
the dams. Sounds like a good idea right 
? The only problem was that the electric-
ity hydro-electric plants made was the 
cleanest and safest type of energy there 
is–the fuel was running water. 

Environmental groups are in favor of 
wind turbine farms. The problem is, they 
kill thousands if not millions birds each 
year, even Bald Eagles, to the point that 
our old millennium government has just 
issued permits to kill as many Bald Eagles 
as needed.      

The EPA’S number one global warming 
expert for twenty years, John C. Beale is 
serving a 36 month prison sentence for 
committing fraud against us the taxpay-
ers for over twenty years. It doesn’t seem 
that Mr. Beale was too concerned about 
the environment. We will always make 
energy cleaner with newer technology 
not old millennium style leadership. Giving 
the masses access to a�ordable energy 
is just as important, if not more impor-
tant. Forcing 70 year old technology 
down our throats hasn’t done anything 
except increase the price of energy and 
decrease the reliability. 

There are so many things we can do 
to use less energy without breaking the 
bank or hurting the masses of people 
that can’t a�ord higher prices. Take, for 
example, the air conditioning water 
mister: It reduces the electricity used by 
50% and doesn’t require help from tax 
dollars and doesn’t kill birds. 

If you down load the free app (layar) 
and scan this story you can see how the 
air conditioner mister 
works and how simple 
it is to use.  
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